


HAPPY MARCH!
CHECK IN QUESTION

NAME/PRONOUNS

Does March have a feel? If so what is it?

What is your favorite genre of Book/Movie/TV

and what do you think that says about you?



A WORD FROM OUR SPONSORS



CLIMATE 
CHANGE/MASS 
EXTINCTION IS 
FORCING US TO RE-
EVALUATE OUR 
RELATIONSHIP 
WITH THE EARTH

Now more than ever, healthcare
professionals are having to
consider rising health concerns
that are strongly correlated to
climate change.

As healthcare professionals, we 
must ask ourselves--how do we 
approach healing when 
everything around us is hurting?

-Low income areas!!
-Global South
-Rural areas!!
-People of color/Disabled 
people/marginalized people of all isms !!

HOW ARE MEDICAL TEAMS ADAPTING?



CLIMATE CHANGE IS NON--LINEAR

AND OUR INFRASTRUCTURE IS NOT

THATGIRL!!!!!!!!!
There’s a harmful misconception that the climate change will progress linearly 
and that everything will get worse over time…..this is not true!! 

Mass extinction is here! Our earth is rapidly changing primarily in response to 
toxic human behavior. Extreme weather patterns and ‘natural’ disasters will 
increase in frequency and severity in an unpredictable manner. 

- agriculture
- war machine
- fashion
- oil/fracking/non renewable energy sources

WE DO NOT HAVE THE INFRASTRUCTURE TO DEAL WITH THE EVER-CHANGING 
CONDITIONS. 

i.e there’s no legislature that’s even being taken seriously to
prepare for mass migration and the influx of environmental
refugees. There’s no currently plans to change our dependency on
private vehicles….the shift to electric is not giving….



Not Re-evaluating our 
approach to medicine is 

rooted in climate denialism

• Medicine sits at an intersection of violence and its 
material consequences are devastating for oppressed 
groups.
• Also a lot of our medical knowledge production 

‘procedures/operations’ that is seen as ‘legitimate’…that 
seem orderly….primarily centers market values rather than 
protecting humans and non human animals.

Keeping in mind which communities are vulnerable….no 
wonder there isn’t robust movements to change healthcare 
infrastructure….there’s no market gain!



Climate denialism is at the root of systematic inaction. 
There is not a ‘fear of god’ element to our procedures 
and actions…those in charge of how our infrastructure 
operates are moving at a pace that’s natural to them 
because they don’t have stakes in our survival. 
Lets Listen a bit to ep. 121 of Citations needed. 

THE “WORLD” IS ~ENDING~…..WHAT IS OUR PLAN?





SO WHAT EXACTLY ARE WE DOING?

Well there is research on it….









So as you can see….on a policy level, there’s not a lot of work being done for us to have 
a solid foundation that supports vulnerable communities…..that means that a lot of the 
solution oriented conversations that need to take place are gonna look like this. 

It’s gonna look like bottom up information sharing. The higher ups aren’t acting 
robustly to save as many lives as possible….so pertinent conversation is happening in 
grassroots organizations like farm2power….orgs like my social justice org in my post 
bacc program.

The solutions might look home made…might not look shiny and high tech and 
sexy….the conversations we have and the solutions we come up with must be 
creative, expansive, and ALTERNATIVE. It would be nonsensical for these solutions we 
come up with to include institutions that have already failed us….

OUR APPRAOCH TO CLIMATE CHANGE IN HEALTHCARE IS STEEPED IN DENIALISM



Denialism cont…
• We have to redefine what ‘progress’ looks 

like…..especially when that progressiveness is SLOW! 
heavily reliant on unsustainable infrastructure. We 
don’t need insurance companies….we don’t need 
more legal paperwork….we don’t need any more 
committees….we need tangible change. 

• Unless there’s action from the ‘higher ups’ that are 
actually expansive enough/are to scale with the 
issue….we have to do smaller tasks that address 
aspects of the issue and we have to address it in a 
way that has reach to vulnerable communities….we 
can’t wait for more ‘formalized’ procedures that 
address these issues. 

• Now lets look at which problems we’re gonna see on 
the rise



HOW ARE HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS 
IMPACTED DIRECTLY?

1.ELECTRICITY

Power outages, due to extreme weather, 
are happening more frequently and are 
lasting longer. This means vital facilities 
that have poor infrastructure/are not well 
funded are very vulnerable during these 
times. 



Hospitals typically have redundant power sources but due to other confounding variables 
such as:

- age of building 

- funding

- location and proximity to other hospitals

Sometimes the back up generators can fail or only supply a fraction of the energy required. 
Regardless of the circumstances, when back-up power is lost, there are still ways to carry on!!

The list goes on and on but the point is, healthcare professionals must be more adaptable 
than ever to changing  conditions. Being responsive and efficient during times of stress is a 
good skill to practice 

- Intensive care unit is prioritized by having extra medical 
teams available 

- Operating rooms are powered by flashlight 

- ER department directs people to other hospitals that have 
not lost power

- Pharmacy techs prioritize preserving medication inventory 
by icing medications that need to be kept in freezers, they can 
also move medications to alternate locations. 

- Radiologists have to learn to use basic, portable x ray 
machines that are battery operated

- Etc….

https://hospitalmedicaldirector.com/hospital-power-outages/



OOOoooohhhh
the HEAT chile

- More heat can elongate allergy season which can intensify respiratory 
diseases.

- Senior citizens, poor children, and others are vulnerable to heat related 
illnesses 

- Trauma from heat waves or wildfires can exacerbate mental heath 
issues like anxiety, depression, and suicide. 

- Hotter days, more rain, and higher humidity produces more ticks that 
can spread infections diseases

- more rain due to hotter days can also worsen respiratory disease 
due to indoor air pollutants, fungi, and increasing mold.

The kinds of diseases/illnesses/infections we have 
to keep in mind when diagnosing must be more 
creative than ever. We have to really consider 
EVERYTHING

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/climate-change/how-to-live-with-it/health.html

https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2016-08/documents/print_heat-deaths-2016.pdf

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/climate-change/how-to-live-with-it/health.html
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2016-08/documents/print_heat-deaths-2016.pdf


We have to be more creative with solutions to 
climate change related health issues…

• Crop decline could lead to malnutrition. More 
CO2 in the air due to failing crops could also 
impact the foods we do have. 

• Air quality could impact cardiovascular and 
respiratory health 

• Ground-level ozone can damage lung tissue, 
reduce lung function, and inflame airways. This 

can aggravate asthma or other lung diseases. 
Children, older adults, outdoor workers, and 
those with asthma and other chronic lung 
diseases are particularly at risk



BACK TO MENTAL HEALTH……

Healthcare professionals must also be 
prepared to deal with the rise of 
SOLASTALGIA!

- an emerging form of 
depression (comparable to climate 
anxiety) that is expected to rise as more 
extreme weather patterns become the 
norm. 

People are feeling hopeless and 
powerless and that is impacting their 
overall health. 

Note that the severity that SOLASTALGIA 
impacts people relative to their access 
to resources and their connection to the 
land 



LET’S GET A BIT MORE 
SPECIFIC

Lets talk….LUNGS



Lung Related Issues—
Mass Inhaler 
prescriptions?

For example, as our air quality 
continues to deteriorate, what 
tangible solutions can we offer 
vulnerable households?

Should there be inhalers 
prescribed to every household? 
What kind of inhalers? Are we 
approaching distribution in a way 
that’s accessible/effective/and 
climate conscious?



Inhaler Prescriptions cont.



Inhaler Prescriptions Cont.



THESE SOLUTIONS DON’T COVER EVERYTHING….

Discussion time!
• Can we come up with some ‘areas’ in healthcare that might be overlooked 

and which solutions for the pertinent issues are not being talked about as 
openly?
• Consider how ‘money’ is a factor….what resources are available? What 

infrastructure is already in place? Is it adequate? Does it have reach? 
Does it think of ‘everyone’

• What are some creative solutions we can come up with that minimizes 
the role of the ‘government’ or other institutions that we haven’t been 
able to rely on in the past. 

• Remember…think BOTTOM – UP solutions



THINGS TO CONSIDER………..



EVERYTHING IS TERRIBLE…..WHY GO ON?

• BECUZ I SAID SO!!

• Optimism is radical dude!!! Being a pessimist serves the status quo!

• Disabled people need us, Indigenous people need us, poor people 
need us, people in the global South people need us to clean up the 
mess we made!!

• Being a healthcare professional who is aware of climate justice can 
make all the difference in the way you take care of patients as mass 
extinction progresses!!!


